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The outdoor specialist for the tirthan valley and the 
great himalayan national park



Creating joy and sustainability in the Himalayas
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About Himalayan Ecotourism
Himalayan Ecotourism is located on the outskirts of 
the Great Himalayan National Park in the Kullu district 
of Himachal Pradesh. As a genuine social enterprise 
we have a strong commitment to conservation and 
sustainable development. Its founder is an experienced 
consultant in rural development. 

Unlike most tourism operators, our business structure 
is not hierarchical but horizontal. 65 Members of the 
community living in the ecozone of the GHNP have 
joined the cooperative as mountain guides, cooks and 
porters. They all have an equal share of the capital of the 
cooperative. 

Hence your trek team do not work for Himalayan 
Ecotourism, they are Himalayan Ecotourism. And so, 
they treat you like concious owners of a company.

Travelling with us you have the certainty to be in the 
best hands for a safe and comfortable adventure in a 
very friendly atmosphere.

Promote sustainable 
development with us !



The Great Himalayan National Park

The main treks operated by Himalayan Ecotourism in the GHNP
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Great Himalayan National Park (GHNP) is a hikers and 
trekkers paradise. Trekking, camping, day hikes, wildlife 
& culture tour, adventure activities are what you can 
do with us in and around the GHNP in a very safe and 
friendly atmosphere.

The landscapes are breathtaking, the various ecosystems 
are well preserved and they shelter many rare Himalayan 
plants and animals.

Trekking is the only way to enjoy and explore the park. 
A short 2 day trek is a gentle introduction to the GHNP. 
Longer treks of upto 9 days take you deep into the heart 
of the park at the sources of the main rivers.

As a community-based initiative, Himalayan Ecotourism 
offers the unique experience of discovering the remote 
corners of the Great Himalayan National Park with 
people welcoming you to their Home.



Treks in the Great Himalayan National Park

Rolla trek
A gentle introduction to the GHNP

Rolla Trek is the shortest and easiest trek going inside 
the GHNP. And so, it is a good trek for first-timers. The 
trek begins at the road-head Gushaini. From there, you 
hike through the ecozone of the park along the Tirthan 
river to the reach the park gate where the national park 
begins. Rolla is the first campsite inside the GHNP.

Duration : 2 days / 1 night

Altitute : lowest 1590 m, highest 2100 m

Difficulty :          20%
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Shilt and Rakhundi trek

Duration : 3 to 4 days

Altitute : lowest 1590 m, highest 3600 m

Shilt :        35%        Rakhundi :          50%

Reach a panoramic viewpoint in the Park

Shilt hut trek is still considered as an easy trek in the 
GHNP but it offers a better experience of the Park’s 
wilderness compared to Rolla 

The first day is the trek to Rolla. Then on the second 
day, you have a steep climb to the Shilt hut. There is 
an extended route to Rakhundi top (4 days required in 
total) that offers an exceptional view of the Park.

The last day is the descent from Shilt to Gushaini.



Rangthar trek
A spectacular view of the Park

Rangthar is only a 2 day trek that allows you to reach a 
very scenic point. If you have only a weekend for a visit 
to the GHNP, Rangthar could be a great option for you. 

It is an amazing campsite offering a splendid view of the 
Park’s peaks and the Tirthan Valley.

It is accessible for anyone who has an average stamina. 
A little more difficult compared to Rolla since the 
difference of altitude is bigger. Better views but no river !

Duration : 2 days / 1 night

Altitute : lowest 2170 m, highest 2860 m

Difficulty :          30%
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Marahni and Ookhal trek
A hidden jewel of the GHNP 

Marahni Trek is suitable when you only have a few days 
for visiting the GHNP and you expect to have a great 
experience of the place. 

The first day of the Marahni trek is Rangthar. After a 
pleasant climb, you will reach Kundri meadow on the 
way to Marahni. It is a great camping place and it can 
be used as base camp for further exploration towards 
Marahni. You can extend your trek to Ookhal. 

Duration : 3 to 5 days

Altitute : lowest 2100 m, highest 3740 m

Marahni :        50%        Ookhal   :          60%



Other treks

Lambri trek

Lambri Trek is a moderate trek with a unique 
significance. It is not in the GHNP but there is no 
better view of the Park than the view from Lambri. 

Duration :  3  to  5 days

Altitute : lowest 1950 m, highest 3600 m

Difficulty :        50%

Raktisar trek

Raktisar is a trek that takes you through a wide 
range of mountain ecosystems up to the sources 
of the Sainj river. At Raktisar you are in between 
glaciers and Himalayan giants !

Duration :  6  to  8 days

Altitute : lowest 1770 m, highest 3900 m

Difficulty :        67%

Tirth and Nada trek

Tirth, the sources of the Tirthan river is one of the 
most beautiful trek in the GHNP.  From the Monal 
to the Snow Leopard, from Deodar forests to high 
altitude wetlands. All facets of the GHNP !

Duration :  5  to  9 days

Altitute : lowest 1570 m, highest 4300 m

Difficulty :        68%
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Day hikes

Duration :  2 to 5 hours

Altitute : lowest 2000 m, highest 3200 m

Park Gate   :     20%       Others   :        30%

Easy hikes around the GHNP

The remoteness of the GHNP makes it inaccessible for 
those who have only one day. 

Therefore, we have selected a few day hikes that feature 
no technical difficulty and that are accessible to most 
of us. You have the choice to hike to the GHNP gate all 
along the Tirthan river. You could try the hike from Jalori 
pass to Serolsar lake or Raghupur fort or you can try our 
beautiful hike to Myagi and Chehani Kothi.



Camping in the wilderness

Experience the wild nature 
effortlessly

We can take you to selected natural spots in a very 
leisurely way. Hence allowing you to relax and enjoy an 
amazing feast of wilderness.

You can enter into the wild even if :

 ◊ You don’t want to trek for hours 

 ◊ You have less time with us

 ◊ You wish to avoid physical efforts

 ◊ You are with young kids or aged parents 

Just go for a short hike with our very helping staff that 
you have to follow with your belongings.

With Himalayan Ecotourism you are provided with the 
best quality equipments.
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With us you are in good hand !
A relaxing activity for everyone !

Don’t worry about anything !

Our staff will : 

 ◊ Set up your camp and set bonfire in the evening

 ◊ Cook delicious food 

 ◊ Increase your knowledge about  wildlife

 ◊ Provide you safety in the wild

 ◊ Ease your life in the wild elements 

This activity is suitable for anyone !

Encourage green activities 
with Himalayan Ecotourism !



Adventure activities

Enjoy some adrenaline

You are standing by in the ecozone of the GHNP ? The 
place is great but you are wondering what could you do 
for entertaining yourself today. 

Here are the adventure activities possible:

 ◊ Trout fishing

 ◊ Rappelling and Rock climbing

 ◊  River crossing

For all the activities mentioned below we provide the 
safety .equipment and you are under the guidance of a 
professional instructor. 

Keep half a day for each of these activities. It means you 
can do two of them in one day ! 
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Know about your equipment
Your equipment for the perfect outdoor 

experience !

Himalayan Ecotourism provides all the camping 
equipment that you need for a safe, hygienic and 
comfortable stay in the wilderness. And that makes a 
HUGE DIFFERENCE !

We can provide :

 ◊ Excellent tents imported from Europe

 ◊ Warm sleeping bags with liners and pillows

 ◊ Any camping furniture like stools, table, etc.

 ◊ A choice of camping gadgets like  : Solar charger, 
camp shower, BBQ set, monoculars and so on.



Why choose Himalayan Ecotourism ?
We are with you from the beginning

We offer excellent customer services with informative 
website and better end-to-end experience.

We are located in the heart of the Himalayas 
You are in the hands of experts ! All our staff are local, 
continuously trained and the most experienced. 

We function as a cooperative. 
There is no distinction between a guide, a porter, a 
cook or an office fellow. Everyone is a stakeholder in the 
enterprise. 

We are a social enterprise
The profits of Himalayan Ecotourism are managed 
collectively and a large part is devoted to support eco-
development projects.

We have the best equipment
Comfort, hygiene and safety is rule of thumb when it 
comes to equipment. 

Gushaini & Banjar, Kullu, Himachal Pradesh

+91 - 98 16 091 093

info@himalayanecotourism.com

http://himalayanecotourism.in/


